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1. Tourism information sources
2. Characteristics of online texts: forum posts, blogs and diaries, online reviews

3. Analysis of the discourse genre Online Travel Review: a perspective on
communication, case study
4. Argumentation: concepts clarification, arguments, endoxical premises,
argumentation strategies
5. OTR as argumentative texts: structure of OTR, case study
6. Online Reviews in Hospitality: impact of HOR on room sales, dialogue
between customers and managers, suggestions to answer to HOR

Tourism information sources
The Internet has grown to become the largest collection of human knowledge

approximately every Goggle search result page has a reference to a social media website
official sources and unofficial sources are equally important in search engines ranking, and the
most of the unofficial websites are constituted by UGC
social media websites provide up-dated contents and have a complex link structure with other
websites
social media represented by Google are dominated by a handful of ‘big players’ (in the field of
tourism: tripadvisor.com, booking.com, expedia.com)
when a ‘sensitive’ decision has to be taken, word-of-mouth represents a more influential
source of information than impersonal or official media sources.

Characteristics of tourism-related online texts
Forum posts
 short dialogical moves in an asynchronous discussion
 absence of most of the contextual features of face-to-face conversation
 considerable dialectical variability
o the discussion usually moves from a focus on a given topic towards a focus on the interaction
and the participants
o topic tends to decay
o turn-taking is dislocated
o several conversations are jumbled together

Travel forum posts
are usually the place where to ask for specific and quick pieces of
information or tips to organize a trip  they support decisions about
specific mostly technical aspects of the trip
>>> TripAdvisor Travel Forum

Characteristics of tourism-related online texts
Blogs and diaries
 long monographic texts
 one-way information flow with the possibility to leave comments
 report accounts of personal experiences in a narrative form
 usually present flows of thoughts, self-debates, emotive statements
 address a specific public, made of people interested in the topic or having some kind of
relationship with the blogger
Travel blogs and diaries
are narratives of trips, usually articulated in days and giving plenty of details.
o private b & d: mostly used to update friends and relatives about the
journey >>> TravelBlog
o b & d on institutional or business sites: aimed at depicting an attractive
image of the destination or the travel package >>> LifeInItaly

Characteristics of tourism-related online texts
Online reviews
 some types of OR adopted the conventions of their offline equivalents (e.g. online movie reviews,
high-tech online reviews)
 are usually written by non-professionals
 address an audience presumably made up pf peers
 writing style is spontaneous, rich in emotions and personal experience
Online Travel Reviews
 written by people ‘in a position to know’ ( = witnesses)
 Easy-to-access, easy-to-read
 many voices can be compared
 Influence the travel decision
BUT
? Are they an ‘emergent’ or a ‘reproduced’ web genre?
? Which characteristics do they have?
? Why are they convincing?

Analysis of the discourse genre OTR
A PERSPECTIVE ON COMMUNICATION
Which kind of communicative event is an OTR?
Language is a social action, and texts are artifacts conceived for a purpose.
Meaning of an utterance = the utterance intended effect
Meaning of a text = the overall intended change the text has been conceived to bring in the
intersubjectivity of the interlocutors
THEORETICAL BASE:
Speech Act Theory: explains how and under which conditions an
utterance is an act (Benveniste, 1966; Austin, 1961; Searle, 1969).

Analysis of the discourse genre OTR
DISCOURSE GENRES
“language is realized in the form of concrete utterances (oral or written) by
participants in the various areas of human activity. (…) Each separate utterance is
individual, of course, but each sphere in which language is used develops its own
relatively stable types of these utterances. These we may call speech genres.”
(Bakhtin, 1986)
Cfr. Bakhtin, M. (1986). The problem of speech acts. In C. Emerson and M. Holquist
(eds.), Speech Genres and Other Late Essays, 60-102. Austin: University of Texas Press.

Analysis of the discourse genre OTR
COMMUNICATIVE GOAL OF AN OTR
 To review, from the Latin “revidēre”: “re-“ (= again) + “vidēre”(= to view) = to view
or consider again an object/a situation/an experience in order to evaluate and
improve it  critical attitude
 Strategic goal of travel platforms: to enable travellers to plan and have the perfect
trip, [by offering] trusted advice from real travellers
to support travel decisions by giving advice on the base of a personal experience

Analysis of the discourse genre OTR
COMMUNICATIVE STRATEGIES OF AN OTR
CASE STUDY
OTR on destination Rome
a. Data collection
b.Data analysis (identification of functional elements in the texts)
c. Discussion of results

[De Ascaniis, S. (2013). Destination online travel reviews : An argumentative and textual genre
perspective. PhD dissertation. Available at: http://doc.rero.ch/record/31482?ln=en]

A. DATA COLLECTION
The source of data:

The type of data:

The referent of data:

B. FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS IN AN OTR
Annotation code
Overall evaluation
Narration
Visit recommendation

Suggestion
Description
Contextualization

“A must destination”
Rome in March, slightly off season, was a wonderfully pleasant surprise. Every turn you
take, every street you walk through, every piazza you come across is a new discovery and a
sensation. The open bus tour gives a good first overview of the city but one really needs to
walk through the streets to absorb the vibrancy, sensuality and magnificence of detail. All
in all, I highly recommend Rome as a destination for a minimum of 3 days.

Annotation code
Overall evaluation
Narration
Visit recommendation

Suggestion
Description
Contextualization

“Hot tip when visiting Rome”
I have just returned from a 3 night break to Rome. I recommend anyone travelling there to purchase
a Roma Pass online before travelling. I booked mine the night before and collected it on arrival at the
airport (just presented the confirmatory email). The pass gives free entry to the first 2 attractions
visited and free travel on the buses and metro. I visited the Colosseum avoided all the queues, just

went to the Roma Pass entrance and went straight in (avoiding those long lines of people who had
not been so sensible!). It saved carrying change for the buses – it is definitely a good buy.

C. RESULTS

Description of the CORPUS
Language

N° of reviews Total N° of
words

Average words
per review

English

57

9826

172

German

49

4218

86

Italian

32

3023

95

Total

138

17067

124

C. RESULTS
Functional elements in an OTR
4.7%
20.7%

overall_evaluation

15.9%
5.9%
7.6%

visit_recommendation
contextualization

10.3%
description

34.9%

narration
suggestion
other

Functional element type

Total first
place

% first place

Overall evaluation

51/138

37%

Visit recommendation

12/138

8.7%

Contextualization

42/138

30.4%

Description

16/138

11.6%

Narration

4/138

2.9%

Suggestion

11/138

8%

2/138

1.4%

Wishes

Declaration of intents
Warning

Distribution of functional element types opening OTR

Functional element type
Overall evaluation
Visit recommendation
Contextualization
Description

English
Total
%
sequence sequence
8
14 %
2
3.5 %
32
56.1 %
3
5.4 %

German
Total
%
sequence sequence
22
44.9 %
9
18.4 %
3
6.1 %
11
22.4 %

Italian
Total
%
sequence sequence
21
65.7 %
1
3.1 %
7
21.9 %
2
6.2 %

Distribution of functional element types opening OTR across languages
English
German
Italian
Total
%
Total
%
Total
%
sequence sequence sequence sequence sequence sequence
3
5.3 %
24
49 %
18
56.3 %

Functional elements
sequence
Overall ev./visit recom. –
description
Context. – overall ev./ visit 23
recom.
Context. – narration
2

40.4 %

2

4.1 %

3

9.4 %

3.5 %

1

2%

4

12.5 %

Recurrent functional elements sequences across languages

Argumentation
CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION
Communication practices of socialized
reasoning and reason-giving
… we use argumentation everyday to give
suggestions, to make decisions, to advance a
doubt, to support a position, … !

Argumentation
CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION
Argumentum (Latin):
Arguo (= to point out, to proof, to bring to acknowledge)
-mentum (= means through which the action is realized)
= tool to bring to recognize

Documentum =
device used to inform

Alimentum = means
used to nourish

Argumentation
CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION
Argumentum:
“est ratio, quae rei dubiae facit fidem” (Cicero)
 a procedure demonstrating the credibility of an uncertain
statement, which needs to be proved
 the arguments rests on something that is already established

Argumentation
ENDOXICAL PREMISES
“Brutus deserved to be put to death because he was a traitor”.
Major premise:
Minor premise:
Conclusion:

Traitors deserve to be put to death.
Brutus was a traitor.
Brutus deserves to be put to death.

It was a common belief shared
by the community!

Argumentation
ENDOXICAL PREMISES
(sing. Endoxon) endoxa = the set of propositions which constitute the
common ground of a community and are, as a consequence, generally
accepted, reliable and credited within that community
They are employed as implicit or explicit premises in the
argumentative interaction, this way letting the conclusion
(standpoint) to follow from the premises (argument).

Argumentation
ARGUMENTATION STRATEGIES (IN OTR)
ARGUMENT FROM THE FINAL CAUSE (in suggestions)
“You can encounter the inevitable rip-off merchants at the main tourist spots
(eg. Coliseum) but we found them to be a low-level irritation. Just say no.”
STDP: “just say no” MEANS
ARG: In order to avoid troubles  GOAL

Argumentation
ARGUMENTATION STRATEGIES (IN OTR)
ARGUMENT FROM THE PARTS TO ITS WHOLE (in destination evaluation)
“Rome was a fantastic place (…). The Roman Ruins are definitely a must see (…).
The food is great and the people are very friendly. The shopping is also an
enjoyable experience.”
STDP: Rome is a fantastic destination to visit  WHOLE
ARG: Roman Ruins , food, people, shopping are fantastic aspects of Rome  PARTS

Does the whole actually inherits the properties of its parts?
 evaluation is needed.

Argumentation
ARGUMENTATION STRATEGIES (IN OTR)
ARGUMENT FROM AUTHORITY
Examples from the corpus

“(…) my wife and I had the opportunity to visit ROME. It was a wonderful
experience. (…) it is a place that everyone should visit at least once during
his/her life. Will return for sure.”
“We have been to Rome 7 times and each time we go we have found
something new to explore. (…)This city should be on your bucket list.”

ONLINE TRAVEL REVIEWS AS ARGUMENTATIVE TEXTS
“I recommend you to visit/not visit x”

Stdp 1

= It is good for you to visit x

Stdp 2

“My opinion of x is y”

“The reasons why my opinion of x is y are z₁, z₂, ….”

Arguments

(Descriptions, suggestions, narratives, …)

 pragmatic argumentation
 desirability of the goal is implicit
 descriptive passages are instrumental to prescriptive passages

ONLINE TRAVEL REVIEWS AS ARGUMENTATIVE TEXTS

>>>

CASE STUDY
Arguments to visit Malta

Arguments in OTR from Tripadvisor.com

British and Americans appreciated the “Culture” and specifically the
kindness of the “locals”, the “cuisine” and the “language” but also the
general “Atmosphere” of the destination, especially the fact that it is “not
touristy”, it helps “relaxing” and it is particularly emotional at “night”.

Argument Heads

Beach

4% 3% 3% 1%
10%
11%

Culture

20%

10%

Atmosphere

Variety of activities

20%
18%

Landscape

Sightseing & exploration
Nightlife
Dimensions
Quality of life
History

Arguments in OTR from Tripadvisor.eu

Continental Europe is more interested in the Atmosphere (“relax” and the
“night”), Beach (especially in the clearness of the water) and Culture

[Fedele, De Ascaniis, Cantoni (2011). Destination Marketing and Users' Appraisal:
Looking for the reasons why tourists like a destination]

Online Reviews in Hospitality
THE IMPACT OF ONLINE REVIEWS ON HOTEL ROOM SALES
Scientific finding

Reference

Practical implication

Positive OR can significantly
increase the n° of bookings
(10% improvement in OR n°
increased sales by 4,4%)

Ye, Q., Law, R., & Gu, B. (2009).
The impact of online user reviews
on hotel room sales. International
Journal of Hospitality
Management, 28, 180-182.

Ask your (satisfied) guests to write
a review!

The negative polarity of
reviews might have a negative
impact on the amount of
online sales

As above

Monitor OR and answer to
negative comments

Reviews valence has a greater
effect on luxury hotels, while
reviews volume has a greater
effect on midscale hotels

Blal, I., & Sturman, M. C. (2014).
The differential effects of the
quality and quantity of online
reviews on hotel room sales.
Cornell Hospitality Quarterly,
55(4), 365-375.

- Luxury hotels may focus on
actions that address guest
concerns so to increase OR
scores
- Midscale hotels should
increase the n° of (positive) OR

(add widget on hotel website, put a
reminder on business cards, send
thanksgiving emails)

Scientific finding

Reference

Practical implication

Response to negative
comments is an important
driver of hotel performance,
working as a form of service
recovery

Kim, W. G., Lim, H., & Brymer, R. A.
(2015). The effectiveness of
managing social media on hotel
performance. International Journal
of Hospitality Management, 44,
165-171.

Prepare operational manuals on
how to respond to customers’
negative OR

People tend to weight
negative information stronger

Sparks, B. A., & Browning, V. (2011).
The impact of online reviews on
hotel booking intentions and
perception of trust. Tourism
Management, 32, 1310-1323.

Pay attention especially to
negative comments

The quality of interaction
with the staff is critical in
influencing trust perception,
much more than core features

As above

Make sure the staff is well trained
and has a collaborative,
welcoming, constructive attitude

Positive frame (the way
information is presented)
increases booking intentions
despite a negative valence

As above

Make sure positively framed OR
precede negative OR in the review
platform first page

THE STRUCTURE OF AN HOR

WHICH KINDS OF COMMENTS BY THE CUSTOMERS?
Examples
“ breakfast was an utter
disgrace - dismissive, uncaring
service, bread that had gone
hard, hardly any cereals left...”
“ we would never recommend
this hotel due to the
inexplicable attitude of that
receptionist”
“ Unfortunately, not as much
effort is put into getting the
small things right as there is in
promoting the hotel”
“the waiter came and had an
argument with the customer in
the lobby in front of everybody
(…) The hotel manager didn't
do anything.”

WHICH REACTIONS BY THE HOTEL?
[De Ascaniis, S., Borrè, A., Marchiori, E.,
and Cantoni, L. (2015). Listen to your
customers. How hotels manage online
travel reviews: the case of hotels in
Lugano. Information and Communication
Technologies in Tourism 2015, Proceedings
of the International Conference in Lugano,
Switzerland, February 3-6, Springer.]

[Borré, A., De Ascaniis, S., Marchiori, E., and
Cantoni, L. (2015). Online Hotels Reviews.
Practices of Listening and Dialogue. White
paper. Available at:
http://www.webatelier.net/category/reports.]

SUGGESTIONS TO ANSWER TO ONLINE REVIEWS
 Which reviews to respond to?
o consider characteristics and goals of the hotel (ex. hotel with international
guests)
o consider reviewer’s profile (ex. credibility on social media)
o consider bitterness of the comment
o address comments needing clarification or excuses
o address comments emphasizing positive aspects the hotel wants to highlight

 Who should respond?
o the general manager, if possibile
o or a person with sharp writing compenteces and a diplomatic attitude
o reponse must be read by a second person
o responde must be signed

SUGGESTIONS TO ANSWER TO ONLINE REVIEWS
 When to respond?
o within 72 hours
o avoid impulsive answers, instead collect information about the customer

 How to respond?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

express gratitude for the time spent writing the comment
always apologize in case problems were reported
clarify missunderstandings
explain how the hotel will avoid similar problems in the future
give the guest the possibility to directly contact the hotel offline
confirm what has been appreciated
invite the guest for a second visit (and offer a discount)
sincerily greet and sign

An example

Some publications on the topic
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

De Ascaniis S., and Gretzel, U. (2013). Communicative functions of Online Travel Review titles. A pragmatic and linguistic investigation of
destination and attraction OTR titles. Studies in Communication Sciences, 13, pp. 156-165.
De Ascaniis, S., Borrè, A., Marchiori, E., and Cantoni, L. (in press). Listen to your customers. How hotels manage online travel reviews: the
case of hotels in Lugano. Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2015 (Proceedings of the International Conference in
Lugano, Switzerland, February 3-6), Springer, Berlin – Heidelberg, pp. 59-72.
De Ascaniis, S., and Cantoni, L. (2014). Artistic and religious experiences in online travel reviews about Saint Paul Outside the walls (Rome).
Proceedings of ICOT 2013, International Conference on Tourism, Limassol, Cyprus, 5-8 June 2013, pp. 160-173.
De Ascaniis, S. (2013). Destination online travel reviews : An argumentative and textual genre perspective. PhD dissertation. Available at:
http://doc.rero.ch/record/31482?ln=en
De Ascaniis, S., Bischof, N., and Cantoni, L. (2013). Building Destination Image through Online Opinionated Discourses. The Case of Swiss
Mountain Destinations. In L. Cantoni & Zheng Xiang (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2013 (Proceedings of
the International Conference in Innsbruck, Austria, January 22-25), Springer, Berlin – Heidelberg 2013, pp. 94-106.
De Ascaniis, S., and Greco Morasso, S. (2011). When tourists give their reasons on the web. The argumentative significance of tourism
related UGC. In R. Law, M. Fuchs and F. Ricci (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2011 (Proceedings of the
International Conference in Innsbruck, Austria, January 26-28, 2011), Springer, Wien – New York 2011, pp. 125-137 – Best Paper Award (third
place).
Fedele, S., De Ascaniis, S., and Cantoni, L. (2011). Destination Marketing and Users’ Appraisal. Looking for the reasons why tourists like a
destination. InR. Law, M. Fuchs and F. Ricci (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2011 (Proceedings of the
International Conference in Innsbruck, Austria, January 26-28, 2011), Springer, Wien – New York 2011, pp. 151-163.
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